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26 August 2021

Hon Rosemary Armitage MLC
inquiry Chair
Legislative Council Select Committee

Inquiry into Road Safety in Tasmania
by email

Dear Mrs Armitage

Re: Inquiry into Road Safety in Tasmania
Thank you for creating the opportunity for the Tasmanian community to speak out on road
safety.
As Tasmania's largest member owned organisation, and the state's peak mobility advocate, we

have long understood the depth of feeling among our 110,000 members about the crisis on our
roads. This feeling has been confirmed and illuminated for us by the extensive member survey
we conducted as part of the preparation of the RACT submission to the Legislative Council
select committee into road safety, which you now have before you.

As you will see from our submission. we share this challenge with a national and global
community, and there is much we can learn from the innovative responses and the political
courage of others'
There is a deep and abiding concern in our community that if we don't do things differently,

Tasmania will face a lengthening shadow of death and serious injury on our roads for years to
come. Your committee has the opportunity to drive the change we need to keep Tasmanians
safe. and to be the best in the nation in terms of road safety outcomes.

The RACT stands ready to support the outcomes of your inquiry, and it is my sincere hope that
the work of your committee proves to be a watershed moment in redefining our state's lagging
position in this critical area.
Yours sincerely

'1'. , 1 , , ,

Mark Mugnaioni
Group Chief Executive Officer

The Royal Automobile Club of Tasmania Limited - GPO Box 1292, Hobart TAS 7001

ABN 62 009475861
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Introduction
^

In Norway, the nation with the best road safety
record, the death rate is 2.0 perl00,000 people

Eleven years after the last
Legislative Council inquiry into
road safety, little has changed in
terms of death and serious injury

The RACT's view is that if Tasmania can learn from

on Tasmanian roads.

But it will take more than government action

Despite 69 findings and 52 recommendations
from that inquiry, Tasmania today has the worst
road safety record of any state.

the best and adopt effective road safety practices,
we can be world leading.
It will take community action. It will mean
Tasmanians changing their ways - notjust behind
the wheel but in supporting a revolution that will
save many lives

if there is no change, if we keep on the same path,

Between 2011 and 2020,321 lives were lost on
Tasmania's roads and 2695 people were classed

175 Tasmanians will die on our roads in the next

as seriously injured.

five years and 1500 will be seriously injured

For each fatal ity that's a family torn apart, a

That's what's at stake in this inquiry

community devastated. For every serious injury

that's a life interrupted or changed forever.
The human cost has a profound impact on family,
community, and state.
Tasmania's road death rate is 6.6 people for every

100,000 population - the global measurement of
road safety by the World Health Organisation
In contrast, Victoria, the best-performing state, had
a rate of 3.08 perl00,000 people to March 2021.
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The RACT, as a ritember of Tasmania's Road

The Swedish National Road and Transport

Safety Advisory Council, which advised the State
Go liment o11 load safety policy, endorses the

Research Institute said

Safe SystenT approach to road safety
in essence Safe Systems acknowledges that
ITUmai\ Inake mistakes and that we need to design

oui' roads. design our vehicles, and educate oui'
1.0pulations so that wireii there is error by a driver,
the con sequences ale mitigated
Tile o51 visible example 111 Tasmai11a Is the
wii'e-1 0 pc l, all'lei' o111>alls of o ui' 1119/1way it etwoi'k
Titaliitli'OSIiuctLii'e, a key ingi'ediei1111/1/10 1'0ad
safety 5.1ccesses o1 Noi'way and o111ei' ScandiiIaviait
11a1101is, 1310venIs liead - o11 and I'un-of f 10ac! crashes
willcli account foi' the maioi'ity oldeatli and serious
Inlulles 111 Tasmania
111 2020 Swedeit won the litter national Road

Assessiitent PIOgi'alit (IRAP) Global Innovatio
Awai'cl foi' Its 2+I wire rope ritediait road design
the design adopted in Tasmai

The evaluations of 2+I roads show,

in total, the number of fatal it Ies
and seriously injured decreased
by 50% and studying only links
(excluding intersections), the
number of fatal it Ies and seriously
injured decreased by 63%.

Th

policies are the foundation for the RACT s
advocacy activity o11 road safety
The policies also reflect the considerable Input from
the RACT's three regional advisory committees, the
arger RACT membership, the researcl\ programs
conducted by other state inotoi'ing organisations
and the Australian Automobile Associatioii, the
global Iy recog nised road safety researcli In stitLites
within Au stralia n Liniversities, the experience
of nations that nave di'am allcally lowerec1 1110/1
ncidence of 10ac1 11'aLima, and the woi'k I, y 10acl
safety autlioi'11/05 in o1/10i' slates anti New Zealand

Safe Systems is suppoi'Iecl Iiy all ALisii'allaii
States and the Commonwealth, all state motoring
organisations, the Australian Automobile
Association, the Federation Internationale de'
LAutomobile, alld the United Nations. It was
also endorsed by the previous Legislative
Councilinquiry Into road safety

Tile RACT ITas also di'awn o11 tile expertise o1 the
Road Safety Branch in the Departiiient of State
Growth, the work of WITicl\ Informs the dellberaiioi
of the Road Safety Advisory Council, the

The RACT's four evidenced-based policy pillars
o11 road safety - safe 1'0ads, safe vehicles, safe
road Lisers, safe speeds - niirroi' the Safe Systems
approacli and Tasmania's Road Safety Action Plan

of Tasmania Police

2020-2024

Many of the recommendations contained in this
submission are based on those policies and the
evidence that underpins them

Infrastructure skills within the RoadsTas division o

State Growth, and the considerable knowledge all
direct experience of the dedicated me in bel's
We have also looked internationally and nave draw

on the knowledge of the Federation Internationale
de LAutomobile, the Royal Norwegian Automobile
Club and the Vision Zero Academy in Sweden

The challen

e

^

After more than 40 years
of declining road trauma in
Tasmania, the past decade has
seen no change in the rates of
death and serious injury.

However, we are concerned at the lack of progress
on approving and implementing some of the key

The State Government's target of less than

camera network to include technology that detects

200 deaths and serious injury by 2025 will not

and notjust speed but mobile phone use and

be reached

seatbelt infringements

This is despite significantly safer cars through
technological advances, an upgraded graduated
licensing scheme to lift the skills of new drivers,
improvements to road infrastructure on the
state's key transport routes, the Midland and Bass
highways, community campaigns targeting speed,
distraction and drink-driving and continued police

There is still no progress on a speed management
and community engagement strategy, and a
new motorcycle training regime has still not

enforcement and deterrence operations

elements of that action plan and the resources

devoted to road safety within the Department of
State Growth.

In particular there has been excessive delay in
renewing and expanding Tasmania's road safety

been advanced.

The Road Safety Advisory Council progress
reports, which are publicly available on its website,
reveal these delays
It's cold comfort that we are not alone: the targets

For example, in Tasmania we have let the speed
camera network degrade, firstly with the retirement
of mobile speed cameras in 2012 because of budget
restraints forced upon Tasmania Police by the
government of the day. The state's 10 fixed cameras
are also reaching the end of their life
The proposed renewal of the network with the
latest technology came before the Road Safety
Advisory Council in March 2018. There has been
little progress until recent months while other
states have raced ahead to upgrade their networks
The RACT now is confident that with the
intervention of Infrastructure Minister Michael

Ferguson the asset renewal will forge ahead later
this year and early next year.
Not only has Tasmania failed to do things
differently in the past decade, it has failed to
keep pace with innovation

The RACT, as a Road Safety Advisory Council

set by the National Road Safety Strategy have not

There was not the political will 11 years ago in

member, supports the Road Safety Action Plan,
2020-2024, which aims to reduce death and serious
injury on our roads to less than 200 by 2025

been met. The review of the National Road Safety

Tasmania and until governments at all levels stop
looking at road safety through a political lens and
build a unity of purpose across the political divide,
the tragedy and trauma on our roads will continue

Strategy in 2018 summed up the problem in two
words: "Im PIementation failure. "
We know what needs to be done, we have an Everest

of evidence on the problems and the solutions

Global Iy and nationally there is the same
recognition that a new approach is needed
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The challenge (Cont. )
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submission to the 2018 inquiry into the National
Road Safety Strategy establishes the benchmarks
for change that the RACT - as an AAA member
- believes should be adopted by both the
Commonwealth and all state governments.
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The full submission by the AAA can be
found here:
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Following that report of the national Inquiry,
the AAA published Reviving Road Safety which
reinforces the campaign for change.
W

vvin R
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The challenge (Cont. )
^

Further, the AAA in its evaluation of the draft
National Roads Safety Strategy, in March 2021,
called for

. Inclusion of rigorous road safety accountability
and reporting requirements for state and
territory governments as a condition of
Commonwealth funding

. Inclusion of specific Commonwealth, state, and
territory government actions, responsibilities,
and accountabilities

. Inclusion of key performance indicators
capable of informing whether agreed actions
are effective over time
. The fast-track of a 'data hub' with a

demonstrated commitment to incorporate the

learnings from the Government's response to
the CoVID-19 pandemic, by ensuring real time
detailed reporting of road fatality and injury
data and trends.

. Acknowledgment that the Office of Road Safety
agrees that the "primary measure of success"
is the overall reductions in road trauma, and
therefore enshrines a commitment to measure

and report on absolute fatal ity and injury rates,
in addition to per capita rates

. Support for a Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Road Safety to allow the ongoing
and routine scrutiny of the progress of the next
National Road Safety Strategy.

RACT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 6

The challenge (Cont. )
^

. Articulation of actions flowing from the
recommendations of the 20181nquiry into the
National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020;
the 2019 Review of National Road Safety

Governance Arrangements; and the 2020
Joint Select Committee on Road Safety
The RACT fully supports those recommendation

The lack of progress described by the AAA in

reducing the rate of death and serious injury on
our roads mirrors the global experience
The president of the Federation International de

I'Automobiles, Jean Todt, opening the 2020 meeting
of the organisation in Sweden said:
After 20 years of stagnation - road fatal ities have
remained around 1.35 million per year since the

the Tasmanian context of the responsibility
tile State Government to deliver, this means
. Road Safety elevated witltiii the State
Sei'vice with dii'ect reporting to the
responsible Minister

. Pi'101'111sing load safety In Infrastructure
dellvei'y and investing in cost-effective safe
upgrades for botli state and local governme
roacl networks

. Meeting Commonwealth road safety
accou ntability and reporting req uirements

. Developing metrics for measuring serious
inlulles caused by road crashes
. Setting key performance indicators for road
safety to cover inf rast ru ctu re, enforcement,
education and post-crash trauma

turn of the century we might need to do things
differently. Indeed, we will not achieve our
goals by doing more of the same. To reduce
road deaths and injuries, we need a sea-change
in thinking. We need to look behind at core
pillars, our approaches to date, and remake the
foundations on which they stand. This means

laying down safety as a value so fundamental
and non-negotiable that it actually becomes a
hallmark of the road transport system, an asset. "

That is exactly the position of the RAGT when it called
earlier this year for a radical re-appraisal of road safety
policy because of the ongoing trauma on our roads
in 2020, when there were fewer vehicles on our
roads because of the Covid-19 pandemic, Tasmania
lost 36 people in road crashes compared to 29 in
2019. There were also 284 people seriously injured
in 2020, compared with 249 in 2019
Already in 2021, our death and serious injuries

are tracking ahead of 2020

We need to do things differe tl

.

. By employing the latest technology to
enforce our laws

. By improving our driver training
. By involving more schools in governmentfunded road safety education programs.
. By speeding up the rollout of safer roads
. By building the capacity of state and local
government, and the civil construction and
professional services sectors, to deliver
safer roads.

. By setting speed limits that match the quality
of our roads

. By reforming the speed setting regime to ensu
it is independent of state and local governmen
and consistent in its application

. By encouraging Tasmanians to get the safest
car they can afford.

. By setting key road safety key performance
indicator benchmarks and reporting to State
Parliament every year on our performance.
. By gathering detailed data to plan an
evidence-based response to road trauma.
. By jinbedding road safety into the workplace
health and safety regimes of every business.

RACT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 7

The challenge (Cont. )
^

We need to accept the evidence that shows how
we can save lives and act on it

Road safety is a public health challenge and, like
all public health challenges, requires a vigorous
preventative response

That means demanding that every elected official
at every level of government act always to put the
health and wellbeing of Tasmanians above any

It also means a new governance structure that
elevates road safety to a whole-of-government
approach across the portfolios of infrastructure,
justice, police and emergency services, health,
education, workplace safety, and local government

The RACT supports that view. it requires strong
leadership and a fundamental re-assessment of
the capacity of government to keep Tasmanians

Matts Belin, Director of the Vision Zero Academy
in Sweden's Trafikverket (Swedish Transport
Administration) distilled the solution in discussions

Tasmanians safe in our other great public health
challenge - the CoVID-19 pandemic

with the RACT

other consideration.

We can start by adopting this fundamental,
articulated by Jean Todt:

"... laying down safety as a

Within government administration, a road
safety agency doesn't just require an
investment in funding, it requires an
investment in authority

value so fundamental and

Road safety needs to have the same authority

non-negotiable that it actually

as the two other important government
elements that are critical to success - police

becomes a hallmark of the

and transport authority

road transport s stem

Road safety must be a lead agency with the
authority to drive strategy and influence others

an asset.
That will mean tough and uncompromising
decisions that must have the backing of every

That strategy must have a clear aim of
controlling harmful energy on our road system
and setting speed limits that are appropriate

member of the Tasmanian Parliament

to road conditions

safe on our roads

Tasmania has done it to save lives and keep

Road safety demands the same leadership, the
same whole-of-government approach, the same
acceptance of expert advice based on evidence,
and the same unity of purpose from our Parliament

RACT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 8

Innovation
^

Leaders in other nations have

tackled the road safety challenge
with politically courageous new
approaches
Sweden, Germany, Austria, Denmark, Switzerland
and France now have traffic fine regimes based
on Income.

Norway - which has the world's best road safety
record -- tripled the fine for mobile phone use

while driving. It conducted a three-year public
consultation before doing so
In the United States scientists are developing

technology that automatically detects a driver's
blood-alcohol level through testing their breath
using sensors in the cabin. If you are over the
limit, you can't start your vehicle

Some countries have lowered their maximum legal
blood alcohol level to 0.02 (In Australia it's 0.05)
Sweden a road safety leader -- introduced it more

than 20 years ago. China, Morocco, Serbia and
Poland have adopted it while other nations have
been even tougher. in Hungary, Romania, the Czech
Republic and Uruguay the blood-alcohollimit for
drivers is zero. (In Tasmania a zero blood-alcohol
limit applies to unlicensed and learner drivers,
provisional licence holders, people convicted of
causing death driving a motor vehicle, people with
three or more drink-driving convictions in 10 years

For drivers of all public passenger vehicles, e. g. ,
buses and taxis, and vehicles exceeding 45 tonnes
GVM) it is zero. )
From January I, 2022, all new cars, vans, buses

and trucks in Europe will have Intelligent Speed
Assist (ISA). A camera in the car reads the signs

The European Union has decreed that by July 2024

and sends a signal to the cruise control to adjust the
speed accordingly. The system can be overridden

all new vehicles will have to have drivendistraction

by the driver.

and fatigue-detection systems, intelligent speed
assist to keep drivers within the speed limit,
emergency stop signal which indicates to following
drivers that your car is braking heavily reversing
cameras and more

RACT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 9

Innovation (cont. )
^

Calculations show that ISA can prevent 20 per cent

of the approximately 25,000 deaths that occur in
traffic in Europe each year.
That is, about 5,000 lives can be saved
The strong recommendation of road safety
authorities in Sweden and Norway to the RACT was
the setting of key performance indicators. Currently
the only measure of road safety performance in
Tasmaniais the rate of death and seriousinjury
The RACT notes that work has begun within the

Department of State Growth on developing key
performance indicators on road safety. The RACT
will have input into their development as a member
of the Road Safety Advisory Council
The Federation Internationale de EAUtomobile is

developing a benchmarking index to assess the
road safety performance of private companies
This is a tool that could be applied in Tasmania

has part of Worksafe Tasmania's development of
workplace health and safety regimes that include
road safety. The F1A says

At a corporate level, companies

should put road safety at the
centre of their operations, from

their relationship w'th suppl'ers
to the delivery of services,
including the relationship with
their employees.
The F1A believes public-private partnerships in
road safety are vital in achieving this - a model
the RACT believes can be developed in this state
through Worksafe Tasmania and business and
industry peak bodies.
Sweden has embraced the same strategy.

Dr Matts Belin, Director of the Vision Zero Academy
in Sweden's Trafikverket (Swedish Transport
Administration), says Trafikverket is working

co-operative Iy with business (Ikea, for example)
on road safety practices to make them an integral
part of workplace health and safety.
The F1A is supporting what it calls a speed vaccine
30km/h speed limits on school routes and
residential streets. Tasmania's school zones have
a 40 km/h limit. South Australia has a 25 km/h

limit. The Hobart City Council last year considered
a 30km/h limit for some CBD streets. Hobart has

since successfully adopted a 40km/h limit for some
CBD streets - a move supported by the RACT

RAGT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 10

^

.

Since the 2011 report by the
Legislative Council Inquiry into
Road Safety, there have been a
series of federal and state inquiries.
1112016 the Centi'e101'Automotive Safety Reseai'ch
111 Adelaide SLibnjilted 10 the Road Safety Advisory

COLIncil a repoi'I, Analysis and Modellii19 of Crashe
111 TasiiTania
WWW. towa adszei'0. Ia S. Ov. a Li Clat a a SSet S

DLLi_file 0012/33212 CASR State Growlli
State av Re >ort Final. ,df

in 2018 the incluii'y into National Road Safety
Sti'ategy 2018 submittecl its report to the
Fedei'al Govei'limeni
WWW. roadsafet
11rSS Inc 1111

ovaLi sites dejaLilt files 2019-11

final re ort se ternbei' 2018 v2. ,df

In 2020 the Federal Parliament s Joint Select

Committee o11 Road safety submitted its report
arlinfo. a h

ov. a u

arllnfo download

committees re iort'nt 024344IOC of

Leadership from the very top of government

InI roviit Roadsafet in Allstralia
,df fileT ,e=a , 11cation%2F of

is required 10 recognise ancl Lintock these
in ulti-agency higli returns o11 111vestiilent

In 2021. that committee reconvened to further
its work on road safety

Falling to improve our current SItuatioi\ will
result in 12,000 people killed and 360,000

As the review into the National Road Safety
Strategy said

admitted to hospital at a cost of over $300

The substantial Issue from submissions,
forums, meetings and discussions was the

need for dramatic change In road safety
management, given the Inadequately
acknowledged national road Inlui'y epidemic
and the national costs to the economy now
and in the next 30 years from road crashes

11 is well recognised that the costs of reducin

In 2019, the Victoi'ian Legislative Council
completed its report Into roacl safety

trauma front road crashes are borne In the

WWW. Jailiament. vic. ovaLi jina es stories

the economy

committees SCE1 111 Liir into the Increase

111 Victorias Road Toll Re ort LCEIC 59-04
incl'ease In Vic 10acl toll. of

Some of the benefits of ajudicious application
of safety initiatives demonstrated to the inquiry
show a return across portfolios of up 10 20:1

health, social and pi'oductiviiy sectors of

billion over the next decade alone

We must act o11 a scale that matters, with a
disaster response that reflects the ti'ue
measure of the problem

What RACT
members told us
^

In preparing this submiss'on,
the RACT conducted an on-line

survey to illuminate the concerns
Tasmanians have about safety

Respondents also called for more public education
campaigns on road rules

" Make full licence holders go back
to driver training school every
five years or so to see if they
understand what it really means
to be a safe driver. "

Here are just a few of the comments posted on
the survey website

on our roads.
There were 2010 responses and they confirmed
what RACT members have been telling us - that

road safety is a high-priority issue for them
The key themes from the survey were consistent

" Clearsignage and well-thought
-out design of roundabouts and slip
lanes and more money spent on the
horrendous Huon Highway. "

" Hobart GBD around Macquarie and

Davey needs red-fight cameras. "

with the issues RACT members raise in our

quarterly surveys in terms of road safety
Survey respondents believe many of our roads
are not safe enough because of poor design and
construction and inadequate maintenance

They want to see substantial safety upgrades on ou
highways, consistent with the RACT policy of havin
all our highways 3-star rated.
They want to see a greater police presence on our
roads to deter bad behaviour

Driver training emerged as a major concern, with
calls for the teaching of more advanced driving
skills, more road safety education in schools, and
refresher courses and testing for older drivers.

it The main roads I regularly drive on
are in a terrible state at tile moment.

There are numerous very deep
potholes and areas where the road
surface is broken and very uneven.
Even areas willch have been repaired
in the last 18 months to two years
are now rough and uneven again.
It's time tlie State Government took

" There are places where speed limits
are just ridiculous. The road from
Queenstown to Strahan has a speed
limit off 00 the whole way, despite
the fact that the recommended travel

time for the 40-odd kmjoumeyis
40 mins i. e. , average speed 60 kmh.
The powers that be can hardly blame
drivers for driving too fast for the
roads they are on if the speed limit is
so patentlyinappropriate.

controlof allstate roads. "

RACT ROAD SAFETY SUBMISSION 12

" RegLilar (say every 5 years)
re-testing of ALL drivers. Tilere are
far too 17,817y old drivers who nave

failed to keep 111J with changes to the

' More police presence on our roads
and more discreet road surveillance

systems, especially on rural roads
and h 'ghways. '

road rtiles, or who never knew the

road ItIles to begin witli. "

" All cars with 178rd-to-see colours,
sucli as black, grey, silver and some
other iridescent colours silould be

made to have their lights o11 at all
times, so they are easier to see as
they sometimes blend into the colour
of tlie road. "

" More education in schools, both

primary and high schools/colleges.
Primary kids are great at educating
their parents and will be drivers
one day. "

' Review speed limits on all roads
Are the speed limits appropriate for
the type of road or section of road?
Are the speed limits appropriate for
driving through a busy town? I've
been on narrow/winding/twisty/blind
corner country roads in the Huon
Valley and am constantly appalled at
speed limits as hi^17 as 80-90 kmh. ."

" Have TV real-life documentaries

of bad driver behaviour. More potice
highway patrols. "

Education works to a point, but

harsher penalties might work for
those who ignore education. "

" Coming from Melbourne recently to
Hobart I notice too many cars driving

" More police road patrols. Be seen.
Restore mobile/portable speed
camera sites.

' Despite what they say many truck
drivers drive aggressive Iy and
at the speed limit. They need to

" Increase and enforce penalties.

' Advise road Injury statistics, not

understand the enormous kinetic

lust deaths but the enormous toll

energy associated with the loads
they carry and in particular with
B doubles. it is frightening to be
tangated by one of these large
trucks, especially at speeds greater

from road accidents on individuals,
including rehabilitation and recovery
timeframes. People don't seem
to know. ."

close behind the vehicle in front of

them. Get the word out again about
safe distance between vehicles. "

" I would like to see zero alcohol

readings. Then there is no guessing
if you've had too much to drink. If zero
you knowyou can't drink at all.
Take turns when you go out who is the
designated driver. "

than 100 kmh. "
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Speed
^

Speed and distraction continue
to be the major causes of death
and serious injury. Speed is a

contributing factor in 29% of deaths
and serious injury and distraction
24% on Tasmanian roads.
As the 2016 report conducted by the Centre of
Automotive Safety Research at the University of
Adelaide, Analysis and modelling of crashes in
Tasmania, said

There is overwhelming evidence that whenever
speed limits are lowered, road trauma reduces.

According to AUStroads, in its submission to
the 2020 Federal Parliamentary Joint Select
Committee Inquiry into Road Safety, "there is
a 30 per cent improvement in road safety
performance for every 10kmh reduction in speed".
But despite the facts on speed and its
consequences being the most robust of any
evidence base in road safety, drivers are continuing

to ignore the message and government response
has been piecemeal
Data gathered by the Department of State Growth
shows that there has been an increase in the

incidence of drivers exceeding the speed limit.
Historical speed data from traffic counters located
across the State road network shows a consistent

Even small changes in travelling speed across
the network can lead to large reductions in
road trauma

This is supported internationally but much of
the research evidence has actually originated
in studies on Australian roads

For example, in South Australia the move from
60 to 50 km/h (Kloeden at a1. , 2007) and 110 to
100 km/h (Makenzie at a1. , 2015) is associated

with a 25% drop in casualties on those roads
where the change occurred.

yearon-year increase in speeding behaviour since
2016. Over that time, the mean speed has increased
by 0.8 per cent
The proportion of drivers travelling above the speed
limit has also increased by 13 per cent and the
proportion of drivers travelling at more than 10km/h
above the speed limits increased by 18.7 per cent.
Tasmania Police data, publicly available on its
website, shows there were11,343 drivers detected
exceeding the speed limit by 15-29km/h in the 12
months to the end of December 2020

^

There were 472 drivers who exceeded the speed

The situations where there was a sizable

limit by 30km/h or more. There were also 1,100

increase of 10 percentage points or more abov

mobile phone offences detected in 2020

the level recorded in 2015 were: "to overtake a

Those figures could be regarded by some as an
enforcement success. However, as the numbers
remain consistent over the past five years, it

should be regarded as a policy failure in our
efforts to reduce risk on our roads by changing

slow driver" (69% currently); "to keep up with
the general flow of traffic" (52%); if "running
late" (52%); if "the risk of crashing is low"
(50%); if "the risk of getting caught by the
police is low" (48%); and "in light traffic

driver behaviour

conditions" (44%)

A 2018 survey conducted by research company
EMRS for the Department of State Growth

Attitudes to low-level speeding remain a
recurring issue of concern in 2018, with 37%
of respondents in total agreeing to some

buttresses the view that some Tasmanians are

prepared to exceed the speed limit
By far the most common situation in which
respondents would be very likely or fairly likely

to consider travelling up to 10 km/h over the
speed limit was to "overtake a slow driver"

(71% currently); followed by to "keep up with
the general flow of traffic" (45%); if they were
"familiar with the road" they were driving on
(44%); and if they were "running late" (41%)
in the latest round, males were more likely than
their female counterparts to consider travelling
up to 10 km/h over the speed limit in every

situation except when "running late"
The higher degree of acceptability among
males of low-levelspeeding was also evident
in further aspects of road safety explored in

extent that "it is safer to keep up with the
general traffic flow, even if it means going

5-10 km/h over the limit"; 34% agreeing that
"driving 5-10 km/h over the limit is generally
acceptable"; and 23% that "it's OK to travel
up to 10 km/h over the speed limit if you are an
experienced driver"

in all cases, these total figures varied only
marginal Iy from those recorded in the previous
research rounds

Compared to current attitudes to low-level

speeding, those held toward excessive
speeding were somewhat less concerning,

with a lower figure of 12% of respondents in the
latest round agreeing that "it's OK to travel
more than 10 km/h over the limit on the open

the research.

road if you are an experienced driver"
This figure was closely in line with those

On comparing the latest results with the

recorded in the previous rounds

previous round, in 2018 the respondents'
propensity to be very likely or fairly likely to

consider exceeding the speed limit by more
than 10 km/h increased across most situations
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and one of numerous responsibilities that fall to
the commissioner as a deputy secretary within

To quote AUStroads: "This is a simple road
assessment methodology designed to assess
road safety risk at a network level, primarily
as an input to the speed limit setting process

the Department of State Growth

"Inappropriate or excessive speed is a major

Currently speed limits in Tasmania are the
responsibility of the Transport Commissioner,

The document Speed Zoriing Guidelines, issued
by the Department of State Growth, sets out the
principles of speed setting
WWW. trans Ort. taS. OvaU data assets of
file 0005277133 Tasmanian eed
Zoriin Guidelin - October 2020. of

There is no guidance in that document for
individuals, organisations and local government
on the process to be followed in seeking a review
of speed limits

If a person is seeking a speed limit review for a stat
road, they need to contact the department; if they

road safety issue

"Effective speed management is fundamental
and critical to reducing speed-related
road trauin a.

"Speed limit setting is at the core of speed
management. Speed limits need to be set at
a safe and appropriate level, considering the
function, design and safety of the road. "

The state has the capacity to audit its roads, as par

of the process in determining appropriate speeds,
through the Infrastructure Risk Rating tool availabl
to it through AUStroads

decisions based on evidence and of the Transport

Commissioner properly exercising his statutory
independent duty

The inquiry into the National Road Safety
Strategy in 2018 said

the AUS ralian road network are not conducive

The RACT view is that the state should have sole

under its control compared with 3,700 kms of

supported by the RACT and are examples of sound

conduct that same audit

the major road manager with 14,000 kms of road
state-controlled road

The speed limits changes listed have been

An audi of the road systemis not required to
realise that many speed limits currently across

Local government does not have that capacity or

Therein lies the weakness. Local government is

the relevant council

WWW. trans ort. tas. ovau roads an traffic
mana ement mana in the roads s eed limits
on asmanian roads s eed limits under review

the access to the skills and the tools needed to

The RACT supports the speed setting guidelines
but the current split in responsibilities between
state and local government is a major impediment
to a consistent speed-setting regime in Tasmania

need a review of a council road, they need to contac

Decisions on speed limit changes, as of June
2020, are on the Transport Services section of
the Department of State Growth website

responsibility for the risk-rating of the entire road
network - state and local - and the subsequent
setting of speed limits

The statutory duty for that speed setting should
remain with the Transport Commissioner but that
responsibility requires more resources to be

to eliminating harm.
Many local streets-which are often used by
pedestrians and cyclists-have speed limits
of 50km an hour, a limit well in excess of the

biomechanical tolerances of pedestrians and
cyclists of around 30km an hour
Similarly, a regional back road with no
shoulders, narrow profile, and no line markings,
and a high-volume, multi-lane highway with
protective barriers share the samelOOkm an
hour limit

fully effective
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These anomalies need to be rectified

and speeds better aligned with the road
infrastructu re.

A major historic impediment to applying
measures to reduce travel speeds is the

perceived increase in travel times associated
with going slower

^

In most settings, however, increases in travel
speeds translate into extremely modest
decreases in travel times, but an escalating
risk of crashing.
A seminal study conducted in Adelaide showed
that a 5km an hour increase in travel speed in
a 60kmh zone resulted in double the crash risk

(Kloeden at a1,1999)

Eliminating harm through speed management
is not all about reducing travel speeds
The relationship between travel speeds and
road design and infrastructure is an
Important one

For example, the presence of flexible barrier
systems roadside and as a central median
provides an error-tolerant environment that
can accommodate in uch higher travel speeds.
Similarly, the installation of well-designed
roundabouts slows vehicles down through

intersections so that any collision is unlikely
to lead to serious outcomes
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The Victorian road safety inquiry in 2019 said:
Speed is one of the most significant

contributing factors to road trauma, with both
the severity of a crash, and the likelihood of
crashing, increasing as speed increases
'Safe' is defined as speeds that are appropriate

for the conditions, including: traffic volume
and type; road standards; roadside conditions;
and nearby land use. In Victoria, speed limits
are predominantly dictated by road design,
including factors such as corners and barriers
As well, variable speed limits respond to
operational and/ or environmental conditions
on certain sections of a road
The Committee recommends that the Victorian

Government consider wider deployment of
variable speed limits and undertake research
into vehicle-specific speed limits

Speed and road standards must be
considered simultaneously.
Higher speed limits can be maintained by
improving infrastructu re; where infrastructure
cannot not be upgraded, lower speed limits can
improve road safety

A report by consultant Bruce Corben to the
Tasmanian Road Safety Advisory Councilin
December 2019 said

The major mismatch between speed limits
and the general quality of infrastructure on
Tasmania's urban and rural roads must be

resolved. While there are, of course, exceptions,

this basic gap in the 'physics of safe movement'
is not unique to Tasmania. Notwithstanding,
the gap must be addressed on the trajectory
to 'Zero by 2050'. To do this, Tasmania should
consider establishing a small specialist team
to address, at least in the first instance, rural

speeds, in recognition that only a small fraction
of the length of Tasmania's rural roads with
100 km/h default speed limits can be treated
in the next three decades with Safe System

aligned infrastructure
As the 2011 Upper House inquiry report into road
safety noted
Careful attention must be given to the

setting of speed limits, as there are glaring
inconsistencies in this respect in some
locations in Tasmania

it is a disconcerting fact that the condition of the
majority of the roads in the Tasmanian highway
network is considered unsuitable for a speed

limit as high as 110km/h.
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A re-evaluation of speed limits on all
Tasmanian roads should be undertaken by

experts. This should be accorded a high degree
of priority to give drivers confidence in and
respect for the laws they are required to obey
Laws that are perceived to be reasonable and
appropriate will achieve greater compliance

in its foi'in al findings 11 1101ed
. TheI'e ale sui'pi'ISInginconsistencies in

1110 setting of speed limits 111 soilie locations
111 Tasiitania

. The Inajoi'11y of the Tasmaniaii11191tway

The international experience offers further
compelling testimony on the critical role of speed
management in reducing road trauma

The setting and enforcement of speed limits
compatible with the road use at a location is
an essential component of a safe road system.

In Sweden, a world leader in road safety and the
pioneer of the Safe Systems approach, Trafikverket

Roads should be engineered to reflect the road
use and desired speed environment.

(Swedish Transport Administration) said

engagement, enforcement and engineering to

in road traffic as speed. Since Vision Zero was
first introduced in Sweden, an overview has
been made of the speed limits on the state and

achieve the best outcomes

municipal roads. A fundamental principle is that
the speeds are to be determined based on the
technical standards of the roads and vehicles,

so that the tolerance of people against external
forces is not exceeded

lietwoi'k Is unsuitable for a speed limit of

In the countryside, median separation and the

110km/h

standard of the roadside areas are decisive

As a I'esult, it recommended

. All Tasmanian 1119hways 111at are not divide
dual cari'lageway, witlt runoif road protection
and. where necessary, central 13arriers should
have a ntaximum speed limit of lookm/h,
uitless 111dependent expert advice from a

iody such as the ARRB Group or MUARC
etcrinines that a speed limit o1/10km/h
appropriate

While there have been substantial improvements

to the Midland Highway, thanks to a 10-year
renewal program that began in 2014, there are
still significant stretches which, under the 2011
recommendation, would have had the speed limit

factors for the speed limits that are set.
This means that only roads which are

meeting-free are given a permissible speed
of over 80 km/h, the only exception being roads
that carry little traffic.
In urban areas, it is the degree of separation of
unprotected road users from cars that is decisive
for determining the speed limit that can be set
In Norway, which has the world's best oad safety
record, the Norwegian speed limit is 80 kilometres
per hour, except for in built-up areas o town
centres, where it is 50 kilometres per hour unless
otherwise stated. it can be as low as 30 kilometres

The Federation Internationale de LAutomobile says
Communities across the world are recognising
that the first step to a Safe System is safe speeds.
Where road users can't be safely separated,

for example by dividing oncoming traffic with
a barrier or keeping cars away from pedestrian
areas, speeds must be reduced to within a limit
that prevents serious injury. Cities that adopt this

approach are seeing dramatic casualty reductions.
The 2020 annual report of the international
Transport Forum says:

Speed management is a critical element of any
road safety strategy. Reducing speed is essential
to achieve less frequent and less severe road

crashes. Setting appropriate speed limits and
enforcing them is thus a core strategy for fewer
road deaths and serious injuries

The report provides a comprehensive list of speed
limits around the world (Table 7, Page 51)
WWW. itf-oecd. or sites default files docs irtadroad-sa at -annual-re ort-20200. of

per hour in residential areas, and as high as 110

The RACT's view is that speed limits on many

kilometres per hour on certain dual carriageways
and motorways

Tasmanian regional roads may not be safe forthose
roads because of lower quality design and constructio

reduced to 100 km/h.

The International Road Assessment Program

There was no recommendation from the 2011

(iRAP) says

inquiry that might have led to a review and reform
of the speed setting regime across the state and

This involves political leadership, community

No one single factor means as much to safety

Speed management is a complex area of
policy for any country

and the absence of safety infrastructure

On roads where safety improvements may be years or decades away - reducing the speed limit is the on I
way to immediately make those roads safer

local networks
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During the State Election campaign,
the RACT urged all political parties
and candidates to support the
renewal of Tasmania's road safet
camera network.
Our position was strongly confirmed by 5014 RACT
members who participated in our March quarter
2021 survey - 83% supported the cameras as a

road safety measure and 95% supported the fines
revenue being used to establish and maintain the

During the six-month NSW trial, 100,000
motorists were detected using their mobile
phone while driving

This is central to Sweden's road safety camera
policy of deterrence and education: their prime
function is to reduce speed, not punish drivers.

The cameras have strong majority support from
the community as mobile use is widely regarded

The mobile cameras, mounted on trailers, and

as dangerous. NSW conducted three community

were withdrawn from service because of funding

surveys and found support for the camera

cuts to Tasmania Police and were reaching the end

initiative at 80%.

of their life

Research has shown that distraction while using
a mobile phone is equivalent to driving with a

The fixed cameras are also at the end of their life
and are at times out of service during maintenance

blood-alcohollevel of between .07 and .10

camera network

In Sweden, a world leader in road safety, there
are 1,100 speed cameras covering 3000

This asset renewal should include the new

kilometres of road

generation of cameras that detect distraction,
including mobile phone use, seatbelt use, as well
as speed and vehicle registration

As a comparison, across Tasmania's state-

They shoot down through the windscreen from a
range of sites, including fixed to overpasses and
sign gantries and from roadside mobile trailers
using extendable poles that reach out over the road

By 2025 Sweden will add a further 2000 cameras
across 6000 kilometres of road - a policy which

The next generation of road safety cameras have

road and road safety budgets

been rolled out in NSW, and Queensland, and
Victoria and South Australia are committed to

having them operating later this year or in
early 2022

controlled road network of 3,700 kilometres there

are 10 fixed cameras and no mobile speed cameras

has a public approval rating of 75 to 80 per cent
because the revenue from fines goes back into the
This public support is also strengthened by having
a policy of activating cameras onlylO per cent to
20 per cent of the time, although the cameras
continue to measure speed continuously

operated by Tasmania Police civilian employees,

While the RACT does not have access to camera

revenue data, it understands there has been a

significant fall in fines since the withdrawal of the
mobile cameras and the amount of down time for
the fixed cameras.

The publicly available minutes of Tasmania's
Road Safety Advisory Council show that police
recommended the introduction of this new

technology and point-to-point speed cameras
in 2018

The cameras are supported by RSAC, as well as
RACT, which is represented on RSAC, and are a

key element in he State Government Towards
Zero Action Plan
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That plan says
Inattention and distractioii are concerning
causes of serious casualty crashes
SII'ategies to addi'ess this glowing issue,
such as technologies that can detect the use
of mobile I, hoiIes by di'Ivers, will be

Investigated and Implemented

The RACT supports any technology that helps
reduce deaths and serious injury through
deterrence, education, and enforcement.
The Police Association of Tasmania publicly

supported the RACT's policy position on
automated speed enforcement during the
election campaign and after.

In Tasittania

And the RACT supports the association's call for
a greater police presence on our roads, including
a dedicated highway patrol

111 o111ei' states and tell'It o11es. enlianced

The best-practice model for these cameras would

Speed ca melas ale I'elative Iy under utilised
as a delei'I'ence and enforcement mechanism

speed camel'a progi'ams have resulted in

significant i'eductions In serious injuries and
fatal illes o11 tile road

q. .,..

@

E 31 D

mean 16 mobile and fixed-camera units

They would be overseen by a private contractor,
not police officers' Using police officers would,
in the RACT's view be a considerable drain on
resources. It notes that the State Government has

withdrawn police officers from court duties as that

The plan then says: "We will investigate a range of
proven and emerging speed camera technologies
and assess their potential to reduce speeding and
save lives at high-risk locations and across the
entire road network. "

has long been identified as an inefficient use of
police resources

There needs to be legislative change to embrace
the new functions these cameras have
Camera revenue should be used to establish a new
network of mobile cameras and maintain them

- as happens in other states. The national picture
is outlined in more detail below
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NS
The Community Road Safety Fund was

established by legislation in 2012 and came

Victoria
. More than $410 million in traffic camera and

-the-spot speeding fine revenue went Into the

Into effect in 2013 and includes (but is not

Better Roads Victoria Trust account In 2019-20

limited to) all mobile phone detection camera

I 2019-20, $394 million went towards boil\

speed/red light ca meras and point-to- point
speed cameras
The total Community Road Safety Fund
expenditure for the 2018-19 financial year wa
$304 million, of which $157 million came fro
camera revenue

TITis went towards a range of road safety
and in Irastructure programs, enforcement,
educatioi\, and vehicle technology, WITile als

lielping funcl road upgrades under the Safer
Roads Program

Ier suburban ($222 million) rid r I regional
($172 million) d

Queensland:
. Revenue from the Camera Detected Offence

Program (CDOP) is published and itemised
separately in annual reports. The most recent
published data shows that in 2019-20 revenue
from CDOP was $172 million and net revenue
was $109 million
. This went to fund road safety upgrades,
ed ucation, and rehabilitatioii programs, as

well as the Targeted Road Safety Program
This program looks at innovative and
cost- effective road safety initiatives to

improve the safety of road network

.

.

.

on .)

.

The I'e are other technological innovations that can
.

.

The Road Trauma Trust Account (RTTA) is a

Special PLii'pose Account that funds road safety
pi'o1ects. 11 receives 100% of the revenue from
photogi'aphic speed and led-light camel'a fines
Total payments of $123 milliion are expected
froii\ the account in 2020-21 and will fund crasl\

PIOgi'a in s. ed u c alloii, a rid enjo rc cm ent
11 also ILinds the Road Safety Coinmunity Grant

PIOgi'am, which enables communities to I)e
volved in road safety initiatives

.

o

10

so. a

. Apai'I lioni tile $60 victims of ci'line levy,
alli'eveiiuc11'011ianti-speed 1119 devices In
SOLi!11ALislialia isletLiinccltoi'oacl safety

11/10Ligli tile Comintinily Roacl Salet y FLiiid,
which fullds a wide langc of key 10aclsafely
initiative s inclLidin g ed11caiioii. engineei'Ing. ai

enjoi'cement 1,109i'am s 10 jinj)love 10acl safety
foi' all 10acl Lisoi's. Revoltue1101/1 fixed speed
camel'a fines was almost $401,111i 2019-20

be exploited to moderate speed, detect inattention
and fatigue
For example, intelligent speed assist alerts drivers
if they exceed the speed limit
ISA uses global positioning (GPS) satellite
navigation technology to Identify the road a vehicle
Is ti'avelling o11 and the speed limit. ISA alerts the
driver 11 they exceed the limit

Currently later-model vehicles have a speed alert
which must be set mallually Iiy the driver

Roads
^

Tasmania's investment in road

The key AUStroads findings:

safety measures through the
road safety levy and the road
infrastructure budget should be
designed to deliver the best results
in reducing death and serious injury.

. Monitoring and evaluation of projects and
programs is "currently poor but recognised
as important, " was AUStroads' distillation

However, the monitoring and evaluation of road

. Cost benefit analysis was used in some

safety infrastructure initiatives to ensure we are
delivering the greatest benefit remains in adequat
in Tasmania and nationally.
This was made clear in the 2018 review into the

National Road Safety Strategy, and by AUStroads,

of its review.

. It found that most jurisdictions did not
require monitoring and evaluation of a
project's impact on safety performance
jurisdictions at the project evaluation stage
to give a picture of the economic benefits of
safety interventions.
. It advises caution about making safety
choices based solely on cost benefit analysis.

which sets our infrastructure standards and is

supported by all states

. it notes that the Safe System approach does
not put a value on life and health that can be
traded off against other benefits.
. Any evaluation must take account of external
factors that could impact the outcomes of
any project or program.
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The inquiry into the National Road Safety
Strategy in 2018 found:

RACT strongly believes there is a need to ensure

the'state and national highway network is rated and
maintained at no less than three stars under the

. The ability to monitor performance against
inputs and outputs was limited.

AUSRAP scheme by 2030

. A new suite of KPls is needed to monitor

RACT also believes all other local government or
privately owned roads should be maintained to

actions and measure how the infrastructure

system is being made more tolerant and
more survivable.

. A starting point should be the KPls
adopted by Sweden for its national road
safety approach

Australian standards.
Road maintenance and road infrastructure

investment were the top two member concerns in
RACT's 2020 Member Survey.

The RACT has consistently urged the Tasmanian
and Federal governments to increase road
infrastructure expenditure to ensure al the state's

highways are rated no less than three stars under
the AUSRAP scheme by 2030 to reduce deaths
and injuries

Newly constructed sections of highway should

This should include:

. Multiple lanes, improved lane widths, sealed
shoulders (particularly on cyclist routes),

visual cues and delineation, highly visible line
markings, audible edge lines, medians, flexible
wire rope barriers, safe overtaking OPPortunitie
no more than 7-8 minutes apart, as well as
turning facilities and stopping bays
. Increased funding for road maintenance, so that
it is proportional to road project investment, in
order to improve the long-term quality of the
Tasmanian road network. This must include the

monitoring and auditing of road standards
. Prioritising necessary safety upgrades to rural
and urban roads and highways in areas where
there is high traffic, high risk and elevated
crash numbers

achieve a safety rating of no less than four stars
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Local government and the Tasmanian Government
should also ensure

. The quality and visibility of intersections,
medians, median/traffic islands, roundabouts,

traffic lights and kerbs are to the AUStroads
standards through regular audits. If these are
not to standard, the responsible road owner
in ust deliver appropriate maintenance
. Protections for vulnerable road users, such as
separate lanes or cycleways for cyclists, raised

^. H6

crossings for pedestrians and traffic calming in
busy areas such as shopping zones
. Roadside hazards such as vegetation,
embankments and roadside furniture, are
identified and removed

. Road line markings are maintained to Australian
standard on all Tasmanian roads and audibletactile lines installed on roads that have

experienced high fatigue-related crashes
. Rails are fitted below guard rails on high-speed,

tight-radius corners and padding fitted on
wire barrier posts on slow-speed, tight -radius

corners to protect motorcyclists during a crash
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There is about 370km of risk-rated national

highway in Tasmania, which is just under 2% of
the total Australian road network (AAA, 2016)

The highest level of road trauma in Tasmania was
on the Bass Highway, which accounts for 45% of
casualty crashes and 41% of fatal ities. By length,
the Bass Highway constitutes 36% of the network,
meaning that its casualty crash and fatal ity rates
are disproportionately high (AAA, 2016)

It is acknowledged that this percentage is now
likely to be higher, given upgrades to the Midland
Highway. However, it is still expected that the
average rating is below the national average
The AUSRAP report also developed a Safer Roads
Investment Plan for Tasmania's highways.
. It found that a $74 million investment in

Three of the 10 worst sections of

Tasmanian highways would result in 71% of
Tasmania's highways being rated a 3-4 stars
However, 29% of the highways would still be

Tasmanian highway in Tasmania

rated at 2-stars. Tasmania'SI-star ratings
would be eliminated, but there would still be

also rank in the worst 10 across a

of Australia on the National Land

Transport Network (AAA, 2016)
Just two of the nine best sections of Tasmanian

highway received a risk rating of low. This shows
that even the best highways in this state have
significant room for improvement when compared
with the entire Australian network (AAA, 2016).

The AUSRAP Star Rating Report assessed 366km
of Tasmanian highways in 2013. in total, 98% were
rated at I-3 stars, with just 2% at 4-stars and no

n0 5-star highways
. This investment would also preven 400
fatal ities and serious injuries, thus esulting in

$186 million in safety benefits, over 20 years
(AAA, 2013)

The AUSRAP rating program has not been used in
Tasmania since 2013. However, AUStroads now has

responsibility for the program
The RACT believes the rating system should be
adopted by Tasmania and put into practice across
both the state and local government road networks

5-star roads (AAA, 2013)
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Tasmania has the oldest car fleet 'n

Governments and organisations can help to

Tasmania at an average 12.8 years
compared with the national average
age of 9.8 years.

the passenger fleet by continuing to require all
government fleet purchases, including those by
government business enterprises (GBEs) to have

That puts Tasmanian road users at greater risk
when they make an error and when they crash
The main barriers to safer vehicle uptake in

Tasmania, where average incomes are the lowest of
any state, is purchase price and other up front costs
The cost of safer vehicles is also impacted by
federal import fees, including the 5% vehicle
import duty and Luxury Car Tax, as well as customs
duties and GST. it is also impacted by state-based

registration and stamp duty, which is included in
the registration of new or used vehicles (AAA 2020,
RAC 2019 and FCA1,2020).

More people driving newer cars would reduce road
trauma. Getting there depends on reducing or

accelerate the introduction of safer vehicles in

5-star ANCAP ratings

This can be achieved by 5-star ANCAP fleet
policies, which the Tasmanian Government has had
in place since 2018 (RAC, 2019 and Department of
Treasury and Finance, 2020)
The turnover of these vehicles into the used-car

market increased the likelihood of buyers choosing

a safer vehicle and bringing down the average age
of the Tasmanian fleet.

The RACT has consistently urged vehicle
designers, manufacturers and importers,
Tasmanian vehicle dealerships and all levels of

government to work towards lowering of Tasmania's
fleet age from 13 years to the Australian average
of 10 years by 2030. This will be achieved through

removing Commonwealth tariffs and taxes and for
state governments to offer incentives through the
registration regime for people upgrading to a five-

stakeholder consultation and submission

star vehicle - just as the Tasmanian government

This will put live-saving technology within the

has done for e-vehicles

processes, both nationally and state-based,
as well as stakeholder lobbying.
reach of more Tasmanians and improve safety
on our roads.
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Tasmanians need to be encouraged to purchase

Lane departure warnings are common in new

new and used vehicles of all classes with the

cars. Sensors read the road and can take overthe

highest ANCAP rating they can afford, with a strong
preference for 5-star rated vehicles. This will ensure
they have the safest structural integrity and are
fitted with the latest passive safety features and

steering to keep you in your lane

safety assist technologies.

Age makes a difference.
About 20% of Tasmania's fleet,
about 82,000 vehicles, are more
than 18 years old.
In Tasmania, the rate of fatal crashes is four times

higher for vehicles aged 15 years or older than for
vehicles aged five years or less (Department of
State Growth, 2019).

Cars with a five-star rating are safer, notjust
because of airbags and seatbelts.
There are now cameras and sensors in the vehicle

cabin that use facial recognition technology to
detect fatigue and distraction, including using a
mobile phone.
Some vehicles now measure head and eye

movement and alert you if your gaze wanders
off the road.

Adaptive cruise control will keep you the right
distance behind a vehicle in front. Much easier than

trying to calculate whether you are leaving that
three-second gap
Autonomous emergency braking uses radar to
measure the distance of vehicles in front of you and

The Australian Automob'Ie

Association says that if the age
of the Australian vehicle fleet was

owered over four years by just one
year, 13771ives would be saved.
It would also result in 44,467 fewer
hospital admissions

hits the brakes faster than any human to save you

Research into two innovations reveal the road

from that rear-ender

safety benefits

Safe-exit warnings detect an oncoming hazard,
such as a cyclist or another vehicle, and
automatically prevents you opening the door until

which was mandated for all new vehicles in Australia

the hazard passes.

There are now cameras that notjust cover the rear
of your vehicle to help you park, but video feeds
covering a vehicle's blind spot, and overhead
cameras to give you a 360-degree view of what's
around you
If all Australians drove the safest car in its

category, road trauma involving light passenger
vehicles could be reduced by 26%. If e ch vehicle
incorporated the safest design elements in its
class, trauma could be reduced by 40% (NRSS

It shows that electronic stability control (ESC),
in 2012, reduces the risk of single-car crashes by
25% and single four-wheel-drive crashes by 51%
peryear (TAC, 2018).

Research jointly commissioned by ANCAP, the
Australian Government and Euro NCAP revealed

low-speed autonomous emergency braking (AEB)
technology led to a 35% reduction in real-world
rear-end crashes per year and the severity of these
crashes by 53%. There are also benefits also for
cyclist and pedestrian avoidance (ANCAP, 2020).

2011-2020).
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Workplace health
a rid safetg
^

Ensuring every workplace has road
safety jinbedded in workplace health
and safety regimes would have a
significant impact on the incidence
of road trauma in Tasmania.

Worksafe Tasmania 11as the responsibility for
ensuring the procedures and piactices outlined
the guide are adopted by Tasmanian businesse
The RACT strongly endorses the guide
Any road safety workplace regime should Inclu

The State Govei'ninent's Your Speed is Our Safe

campaign has 1119hlighted the lisks associated w
the load as a workplace and the lieed for I, ro!>ei

11'aining, protection a rid enforcemeiit to eiTsure
worker safety.
More enforcement around road workers is neede

. Five-star rated company vehicles

to drive the message 110me that these areas are

in 2018, Safe Work Australia reported that 62% of all

. Training regimes

workplaces and need to be managed witli the sa

reported work- related fatal it Ies related to vehicles

. A properly maintained fleet

in 2019, all states endorsed Vehicles as a

. Monitoring of driver performance. (in-cabin

Workplace: Work Health Safety Guide as part of
ensuring road safety is part of workplace health
and safety
WWW. worksafe. Id. ovau

data assets

of file 0020 21629 vehicles-as-a-work I
national- uide. of

telematics, which are now commonplace in

heavy vehicle fleets, are increasingly being
used by light-fleet owners to monitor notjus
safety but efficiency and costs)

focus as any other workplace
Mobile speed cameras and heightened police
presence would be valuable additions to
enforcement and deterrence around road worke

The road is also a workplace for hundreds of
Tasmanians who build and maintain our road

network or work close to roads in many
other occu pations
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Vulnerable
road users

, ~~
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Pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists
and personal mobility dev'ce users,

including e-bikes, e-scooters and
disability scooters, have a high risk
of being severely injured h a crash
with a vehicle as they are completely

unprotected and have no physical
protection to absorb crash energy.
The safe co-existence between cyclists, pedestrians
and other traffic can be achieved through better
education, enforcement and engineering.

In Tasmania, pedestrians are involved in an average
of 9% of fatal ities and serious injuries per year, with
cyclists involved in an average of 4% of fatal ities and
serious injuries (Department of State Growth, 2017)

lower in pedestrian and cycling areas (NRSS, 20112020). The Hobart City Council recent y introduced
a 40kmh speed limit on some CBD streets

The RACT supported this initiative but wants to see
local government and the Tasmanian Government
support and implement speed limit reductions
to 30km/h but only in areas of high pedestrian or
cyclist activity across Tasmania, such as retail or
school precincts. In South Australia the speed limit
in school zones has been reduced to 25 kmh.

The RACT has also strongly supported laws
introduced in 2017 that dictate the vehicle passing
distances from cyclists, including 1.5 metres in
speed zones more than 60km/h and a least I
metre on zones below 60km/h

Pedestrians have a 90% chance of survival if hit

Separation of cyclists from vehicles is he most
effective way to reduce the risk of rider injury.
Cycleways also alleviate safety concerns of cyclists,
enticing more people to ride (Bicycle Network

by a car travelling at a speed of 30km/h or below,

Australia, 2017)

but less than a 50% chance of surviving an

Separated cycleways, wider footpaths, street

impact at 45km/h or above (World Health
Organisation, 2019)

furniture, landscaping, overpasses, narrower

The National Road Safety Strategy (NRSS)
recommends more speed limits of 40km/h or

streets, improved signals and crossings, as well as
lower speed limits in key CBD, suburban and rural
areas can increase safety and the appeal of walking

and cycling (Heart Foundation, 2018)

Vulnerable road

users (Cont. )
^

Like cyclists and pedestrians, motorcyclists are
also considered vulnerable road users as they have
a high risk of being severely injured in a crash with

Motorcyclists can also u rider take refresher
courses if they have not ridden a bike in a long
period of time

a vehicle as they are not as well protected and have

Motorcyclists can keep safe by following speed
limits, wearing helmets and the latest protective
clothing, riding to the conditions, not riding
when fatigued and maintaining the latest safety

no physical protection to absorb crash energy
(Department of State Growth, 2019)

Motorcyclists are over- epresented
in serious casualty crashes as
they are not as visible as larger
vehicles and, like pedestrians, are
not well protected during a crash
(Department of State Growth, 2019)
On average, motorcyclists are involved in 29% of
crashes that result in serious injuries or fatal it Ies
on Tasmanian roads per year, despite making up
just 4% of registered vehicles (Department of
State Growth, 2018)
Since late 2017, Tasmanian motorcyc!ists now
need to undergo a two-day pre-learner training
course which will include on-road motorcycle rider

mentoring and coaching activities (Department of
State Growth, 2019)

motorbike features

Fully licenced motorcyclists are allowed to lane

filter in Tasmania as of January 2019, providing
it is not: in a school zone, at speeds greater
than 30km/h, at the edge of the road or near

pedestrians, cyclists, heavy vehicles and parked
cars. it is a means to improve traffic flow
(Road Safety Advisory Council, 2019).

Additionally, there are concerns that guard rails
and flexible wire barriers can create a hazard

for motorcyclists who fall and hit the posts
(Department of State Growth 2019). in response,
the Tasmanian Government has agreed to fit rub

rails below guard rails on high speed, tight radius
corners and for padding to be fitted on wire barrie
posts on slow speed, tight radius corners
Anti-lock braking systems (ABS) on motorcycles
have been shown to reduce crashes that result in

They then need to have their licence for six
months before undertaking a new pre-provisional
off-road and on-road assessment to obtain a

serious injuries or fatal ities by up to 39% per year
(Department of State Growth, 2016)

Pi motorcycle licence
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Roads

easure

tildependoiitly I'eview the skills and capacity of the Department of State Growtlt to apj y
Safe Systems 1:11nciplos 111 desig nilig. up gladiitg and nTaintaining Tasmania's road network

By July 2022

Yearly skills and capacity alldii

Establislia stale loads auihoi'Ity. independent ironithe Department of State Growth,
to inariage tile state load network

Within 2022-23

OA effective deployment oilhe
allocated budget

RefoiitT tile govei'nance o110ad safety 10 eii re road safety 1,011cyis a shared
I'esj, oilsibiliiy foi' lieads of State Govei'liment departments and at a Cabinet level

Within 2022-23

An alwliole-of govei'!linent I'epoi'I on
pe rinance against KPls

Establisli a 10acl safety directorate 111at reports directly to the I esponsible Minister and
has the authoi'11y to drive an all-of-government approacl to r d safety

Within 2022-23

Report ann ually o11 lierformance
against KPls

Establislt a legime to build the skills and capacity of local government to design,

Within 2022-23

construct and Inaiittain Its road network in line witli Safe Systems principles

Annual audit of local government
road jin prove merit

Within 2022-23

Key perlorn rice Indicators me
publicly reported on annually

Safety-late the Tasmanian network, boil\ state and local, to ensure speed limits ar
consistent witl\ the physical limitations of the road

Begin program by
January 2023

Speed limit changes, crasli data

AClopt tile Victo!'lait Safe Systems Assessment Framewoi'k to ensure safety Is given I
11ighost considei'alloi\ wheii designilig and cons 'Licting roads and highways

By July 2022

increase 11/1/19hway I'allngs 103-SIai

Reg ula11y 1110nitor and evaluate the effectiveness of road safety infrastructu re projects,
enfoi'cement and eclucation, based on key performa rice Indicators

Recommendations (Cont.
^

Roads (cont. )
Develop 10-year programs for all Tasmanian higlIways to ensure that framework is
implemeiited consistently across all projects and that there is I>ublic trailsparency

When

Measure

By Janua!'y 2023

Every 1119hway to 11ave a 10-year PIOgram,
ecuted o11 budget and on sclledule

Within 2022-23

increase 1113-star rated 1119/1ways

around the PIOcess

Desigit all 1119/1way improvements to meet 11

-star AUSRAP I'allng

That the Auditor-General regular y review the imp ementation of road safety policy to
ensure the Safe Systems principles are adhered to In the design, construction, and

Within 2022-23

maintenance of the road network and that key performance indicators are met across

Audi r-General reports annually
to St e Parliament

ed ucation and enforcement

That the state road authority reports each year on progress in meeting the Safe Systems
principles as part of Its standard reporting to government and the people of Tasmania
On lis programs

Increase in roads compliant will\

By end of 2022-23

Safe Systems principles, in accordance
with 10-year plans
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ehicles

hen

That all State Govern merit depai'lineiits and government business enterprises coin PIete
the COINei'SIoi\ of tileir fleets to 5-star safety-rated vehicles.

By July 2022

That all State Goverilinent do pailmenis and government enterprises ensure road safety
is an essential element of woi'kplace liealth and safety regimes

By June 2

That Worksafe Tasmania suiiervise the introduction of road safety into workplace

health and safety regimes 111 all Tasmanian workplaces and extend its inspection regime

By the end of
2023-24

to ensLire CoinpliaiTCe

Titai the Slate Govei'ninent Investigate ways to encoLirage the Liptake of 5-star vehicles,
1,011i useclanclliew, Ihi'ougliincentives PIOvided Ihrouglithe vehicle regisii'at 10n system

By the end of
2023 -24

Tiret tile 1110/01' vehicle letailindustry be encouragec110 promote the safety aspects of

By the end of

new alld Lisecl vehicles

2022-23

That tile Tasma niai\ Government Ina ke Ina ridatory vehicle inspection safety certificates
UDOiiihe11'ansfci' of legisti'alloii101' vehicles 1110re than seven years old

2022-23

By the end of

By the end of

EnsLii'e vehicle age. safety jailng and roadworthiness data Is gathered 111 the
111vesiigatioi\ of clashes

2021-22

Launch an education campaign o11 the importance of buying the safest vehicle possible
and to explain tile value of safety featui'es in saving lives

2021-22

By the end of

.

e sure
By July 2022, all State Government
vehicles are 5-star ANCAP rated

By June 2023. all governmen emp oyees

have taken road safely raining
Me asurable decline In workplace i
involving vehicles

incl'ease 111 registratioi\ of 5-stai
vehicles to agreed targets
111crease111 1091straiioiiof 5-SIai
vehicles to agreecl tai'gets
A mandatory systeii\ in place
and operating
Data recorded as pail o1 Tasittan
Police standard operating proced
and Is publicly available

Campaign developed and deploy

Recommendations (Cont. )
^

Road Users
Review the Graduated Licence Scheme after 12

needs of participants and delivering road safet

ths to ensure it is meeting the
comes

When

Measure

By June 2

Review complete and
recoin mendations published

By the end of

Review the licensing and regulation of Tasmanian driving schools and instru
to ensure they meet the standards required to operate under the GLS

2023-23

Ensure the Learner Driver Mentor Program 11as 11 cap ity to meet the needs of learner
drivers by delivering its se s in an efficient and timely manner, particularly in rural

2021-22

By the end of

and regional Tasmania

Review complete and
recommendations pu blished

Program reviewed and
results published

By January 2022

Reduct'on I w ting times for
participants within ag reed targets

Review the 1110/01'cycle training regime 111 light of the over-representation of motorcyclists

By tile end o1

PIOgi'alit I'eviewed a I'd enhallced

in deatl\ and serious 1111ury on Tasmanian roads

2021-22

PIOgi'ant in place

Launch a recruitment program for driver mentor volunteers to ensure the program
can reduce waiting times and meet demand in 2022

Establish a courts-driven diversionary Iirogram within the justice system to deliver driver

By the end of

behavioui' change by repeat and serious offenders

2022-23

Establish an individual case-management program for repeat and serious offenders so

By the end of

that ce in licence conditions can be imposed to assist in behaviour change

2022-23

Review the alcohol Interlock program with a view

extending it

By the end of
2022-23

PIOgi'ams est blished and operatin

Prog ram established an operating

creased take- up, decline
peat offenders
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Road Users (cont. )
Review 10acl safety education 111 TasitTaniait schools to ensLii'e the PIOgi'ams
dellvci'y and conteiit Is liest liractice

ISIaie to address di'Ivei' disti'action by addressiitg unsafe actions or behaviour
lathei' than lust itTobile phones

Use tile 10sult of fatigue I'e ai'cl\ CUI'rentlylieing conducted by the Australian Automobile
Associatioii to clevelop f allg uc inariagement regimes backed by legislatio

hen
By June 20

By July 2022

By the end of
2023-24

easure

incl'ease in schools Iakiiig 1,109

Legislation in place to allow enforcement
of distraction offences

Decline in fatigue - related clashes

RAGI ROAD SAII Iv,

Recommendations ( on .)
^

Speeds
Urgently renew and extend the state's road safety camera network of fixed and
mobile cameras

FLind the installation. management, and maintenance of the camera network through tile
Ievenueiaisecll>y thenetwork

Call Lirgently101' tenders from private-sector providei's to all and operate e netwoi'k,
the I'eby freeing police for other traffic enforcement and deterrence duties

Launch an in I SIve education campaign to demonstrate the effectiveness of the automated
enforcement te Triology in detecting and deterring distraction
introduce the technology with a three-month in at orium where offence not!ces will be
issued to drivers but no fine Imposed or penalI o1nts deducted.

When

easure

Early 2022

SIXteeii automated road safety cameras
deployed, including fixed and 1110bile

Eai'Iy 2022

100% of tile revelTue I'aised by the lietwork
is deployeclon load safety initiatives

Early 2022

Relies hed camel'a lietwork opei'allitg
without led ucing police resoui'ces

By December 2022

Campaign suc ssfully deployed

By December 2022

Establish a means by which Tasmanian communities can request sh ri-term automated
speed enforcement technology in their area for enforcement, deterr ce and education

By December 2023

Establish a new speed-limit-setting regime to ensure a consistent approach across the
re road network, both state and local government

During 2022-23

Technology deployed, tested and public
acceptance gained

Establisl\ regime to deploy automated
e forcement technology o111'equest

Regime developed and In place
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